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Abstract— A low data rate narrowband WBAN system for
transmission ECG signals around body is implemented in thispa-
per. A wireless body area network (WBAN) is a radio frequency
(RF)-based wireless networking technology that interconnects
tiny nodes with sensor or actuator capabilities in, on, or around
a human body. Typically, the transmissions of these nodes cover
a short range. Several short range communication technologies
are used for the suitability for BAN. To give an understand of
what possibilities and challenges there are when using short range
wireless communication in this domain, A prototype BAN using
IEEE 80.15.4 has been improved. In this prototype system, the
performance of digital transmission of ECG signals around the
human body will be discussed. The transceiver of the prototype
system operates at a center frequency of 2.4 GHz. Discrete cosine
transformation are used for data compression of ECG signals. At
the transmitter OQPSK modulation is adopted and an optimum
Receiver is employed. To understand the narrowband radio
propagation near the body, the statistical narrowband model
around human torso is extracted. Finally, the system feasibility
is evaluated by the Bit Error Rates Performance. Measurement
setup and statistical analysis are all described.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Recent advances in very-low-power wireless technologies
has made considerable interest in the development and
application of wireless networks around humans. A wireless
body area network (WBAN) is a radio frequency (RF)-based
wireless networking technology that interconnects tiny nodes
with sensor or actuator capabilities in, on, or around a human
body. Typically, the transmissions of these nodes cover a
short range [1]. The basic function of BAN is to collect data
from sensors and transmit vital data from these sensors to
command unit. It is also used to send treatment or dosing
commands from command unit to action unit. Sensors are
the key components of a WBAN, as they bridge the physical
world and electronic systems. Generally, they can be classified
into chemical, thermal, mechanical, and acoustic sensors.
Previous studies have shown that the frequency and amplitude
range of human physiological signals are comparatively low;
thus, a low sampling frequency and low data transmission
rate would be sufficient. However, what kind of and how
many sensors a WBAN system employs depend largely on the
application scenario and the system infrastructure. To better
monitor a humans vital signals, behavior, and surrounding
environment, a wide range of commercially available sensors
can be deployed, such as accelerometer and gyroscope, ECG,
electromyography (EMG), and electroencephalography (EEG)
electrodes, pulse oximetry, respiration, carbon dioxide (CO2),

blood pressure, blood sugar, humidity, and temperature
sensors. ECG sensors measure potential differences across
electrodes attached to corresponding parts of the body. The
electric current appearing on the skin is a result of heart
activities [2]. Wireless ECG monitoring is very import in the
medical field. The monitoring of the wireless ECG signals
and an appropriate warnings about the patient to the doctor
at the appropriate time will save the patient. Thus, in this
paper, we have presented a wearable ECG device consisting
of small and low power healthnode sensors for wireless three
lead ECG monitoring.

WBAN is surrounded with many challenges such as
Data compression techniques, radio propagation around the
body, channel modeling and receiver performance. IEEE has
launched the IEEE 802.15 Task Group 6 (BAN) in November
2007 to develop a communication standard optimized for low
power devices, and operating on, in or around the human
body to serve a variety of applications including medical
and consumer electronics [3]. To give an understand of what
possibilities and challenges there are when using short range
wireless communication in wireless Body Area Network, a
prototype BAN for digital transmission of ECG data using
Narrowband IEEE 802.15.4 (Zigbee) has been improved.
The objective of the implementation of this prototype BAN
is evaluating the performance of digital transmission ECG
on narrowband fading channel operating in 2.4 GHz frequency.

This paper organized as follows. Entire structure of prototype
BAN is introduced in section II. Section III explains the
ECG sensors Architecture on exemplary human body. Data
compression technique applied for ECG signals is presented
in section IV. Analysis of radio propagation around the body
for 2.4 GHz and its statistical characterization are discussed in
section V. Section VI focuses on Optimum Receiving for the
fading multipath channel with AWGN. Furthermore, system
implementation and simulations are shown and described in
Section VII followed by conclusions in Section VIII.

II. A PROTOTYPEBAN SYSTEM

In this study, a prototype BAN system using IEEE
802.15.4 has been improved and the ECG signal has been
chosen in order to test the data transmission performance
over this system. A lot of new wireless technologies were
developed for supporting WBAN. Some example of these
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Fig. 1. Whole system block diagram.

technologies are Blutooth [4], ZigBee [5], and ultra wide
band [6]. [7] has presented simulation and analysis of ECG
data transmission in a wireless WBAN using Bluetooth
technology. However, in this paper, we have simulated
WBAN system using IEEE 802.15.4. ZigBee is a low tier,
adhoc, terrestrial, wireless standard in some ways similarto
Bluetooth. The IEEE 802.15.4 standard is commonly known
as ZigBee, but ZigBee has some features in addition to those
of IEEE 802.15.4. In IEEE 802.15.4, the data rate is 250
kbps at 2.4 GHz with offset quadrature phase shift keying
(OQPSK), 40 kbps at 915 MHz and 20 kbps at 868 MHz with
binary phase shift keying (BPSK) [8]. Our system operates
in the 2.4 GHz ISM band with the symbol rate up to 250 kbps.

The whole system block diagram is shown in Fig. 1.
In the source coding part, the digitized ECG signal are
passing through data compression module in order to reduce
the transmission requirement and the needed storage capacity.
In the next step, the compressed data will be modulated at
the transmitter. The modulated signal will be attenuated as
passes through fading channel and will be distorted by the
Additive white Gaussian Noise. At the end, at the receiver,
the original ECG signal will be reconstructed.

III. ECG SENSORSARCHITECTURE

There are three types of devices in sensor architecture;
ECG Leads (Medical sensor), healthnode transmitter (ECG
recorder), and receiver (data terminal). A healthnode is a
functional component that consists of a processing unit anda
radio transmission unit with a sensor board and a local battery
power supply or energy scavenge supply. Each medical sensor
is wired or wirelessly connected to the healthnode, which
processes the data and sends it to a data terminal. A data
terminal provides the functionality of collecting the datafrom
either medical sensors or healthnodes. It consists of a data
processing unit and a data transmission unit. The data terminal
transmits the data to a machine at a physicians office using a
wireless network such as IEEE 802.15.4. Finally, the health
data are sent to hospitals via wireless connections and the
Internet [9]. As it is shown in Fig. 2, the Transmitter antenna
has been placed on the front of the body, and the Receiver
antenna is placed on the side of the body.

RX 

TX 

Fig. 2. Sensor architecture.

IV. ECG DATA COMPRESSIONTECHNIQUES

The main goal of any compression is to achieve maximum
data volume reduction preserving the significant signal
morphology features upon reconstruction. Conceptually, data
compression is the process of detecting and eliminating
redundancies in a given data set. The first step towards ECG
data compression is the selection of minimum sampling
rate and word length. Consequently, further compression
of the ECG signal can be achieved by exploiting the
known statistical properties of the signal. Existing ECG
data compression techniques have been classified into a)
Direct data handling and b) Transformation techniques. The
direct data handling techniques achieve data compression
by removing the redundancies present in the actual ECG
signal samples. Techniques such as AZTEC, CORTES, SAPA
and DPCM and Entropy coding come under this category.
In contrast, the transform domain techniques achieve data
compression by constraining their basis functions. Many
discrete orthogonal transforms such as KLT, DCT, FT have
been used for ECG data compression [10]. The algorithm
presented in this paper discusses the implementation of
Discreet cosine transform based compression routines for the
ECG. The DCT is often used for lossy data compression,
because it has a strong energy compaction property. Data
compression is achieved in the process as the input signal
frame is represented by a smaller set of parameters. The
effectiveness of an ECG compression technique is described
in terms of compression ratio (CR), a ratio of the size of the
compressed data to the original data. The major reason for
going in a higher compression ratio (CR) has been the desire
to obtain higher density storage in medical databases and
hospital information systems.

a. Transformation
The discrete cosine transform (DCT) of the given frame of
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the discrete time ECG signal s(n) of N samples duration is
computed using;

S(0) =
1√
N

N−1∑

n=0

s(n) (1)

S(k) =

√
2

N

N−1∑

n=0

s(n) cos(
(2n + 1)kπ

2N
) (2)

where S(k), k = 0,1,...,N-1 is the DCT of the input sequence
s(n). Similarly the inverse DCT of S(k) can be computed to
get back s(n).

b. Modeling
Let σ2

i denote the variance of a suboptimal transform
componentS(k), k= 0,1,...,N-1. We rearrange theσ2

i in a
decreasing order of magnitude and sort the resulting set by
σ̂2

i , k= 0,1,...,N-1. In general, m :1 compression is secured by
retaining S(k), k = 1, 2,...,N/m and discarding the rest [11].
The vast majority of power in the transform will be contained
in S(k), k = 1, 2,...,N/m. Steps involved with respect to an m:1
data compression and the compression algorithm are shown
in Fig. 3. Using orthogonal transform, we storeN

m
transform

components per ECG. Each components is stored as a word
in storage. Thus, the total number of words required isN K

m
,

which implies that the storage requirements are reduced by a
factor m.
To evaluate the performance of our algorithm we have
calculated the Normalized Root Mean Squared Error
(NRMSE) (also known as percent rms difference (PRD))
defined as [12]:

%NRMSE = [

∑N−1
n=0 (s(n) − ŝ(n))2

∑N−1
n=0 s(n)

2
] (3)

(4)

While ŝ(n) is the reconstructed signal after applying inverse
DCT.

c. Scalar Quantization
In scalar quantization each single source output is quantized
into a number of levels and these levels are encoded into
a binary sequence. In general, each ECG source is a real
number, but transmission of real numbers needs an infinte
number of bits. hence, it is essential to map these set of real
numbers into a fine set.
In Fig. 4 the DCT of one ECG beat is given. It is clear
from the figure that the transform componentS(k), k=
0,1,...,N-1 tend to form two horizontal ”bands” about an
average value, dependent on the magnitude of the baseline
of the input signal. A quantization scheme to approximate
the transform component on this frequent observation. The
average coefficient value and the width of each band were
calculated and coefficients were approximated using uniform
quantization to 4-bits. This resulted in 8 levels in each band
respectively. The magnitudes of these levels are determined

Sampled 

ECG

N-point 

transform, DCT

Select {N/m} 
transform 

components 

using the 
variance criterion

Storage 

Meduim

Fig. 3. Pertaining to an m:1 data compression in DCT, storage.
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Fig. 4. DCT of ECG, for one heart beat.

by the equations below [13]:

tk =
w(k − 1)

N
, k = 0, 1, ..., N (5)

rk = tk +
0.5w

N
, k = 0, 1, ..., N (6)

where w = width of band and N = Number of quantization
levels. The variablestk andrk above, represent the transition,
and reconstruction levels respectively. Any coefficient
betweentk and tk+l will be mapped to the value ofrk. The
representation of separate regions in transform coefficients by
different numbers of bits is referred to as sub-band coding.

V. A NALYSIS OF PROPAGATION NEAR THE BODY

In this section our purpose is to concentrate on the statistical
analysis and modeling of the propagation around torso and
body surface inside an indoor environment. Fading character-
istics have previously been investigated for wireless bodyarea
networking (WBAN) applications at UWB in [14], [15], [16],
and [17]. A complete statistical model suitable for analysis
of UWB body-area communication systems was developed
in these four papers. As these studies are not valid at the
2.45 GHz , [18], [19] and [20] have measured electromagnetic
waves around the torso at the 2.45 GHz. On the basis of these
measurements, narrowband radio propagation near the body
is also investigated. In order to analyze small scale fading,
impulse response parameters are measured at 49 measurement
points, 7 × 7 square grid Fig. 5. According to [14], for
communication between transmitter placed in front of body
and receiver in the side of body, transmitted signal can arrive
at the receiver in three ways;
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1) propagation through the body;
2) diffraction around the body
3) reflections off of nearby scatterers then back at the body.

Propagation through the body is negligible in the gigahertz
frequency range and can be ignored. The local components
diffracting around the body are modeled separately from the
components reflecting from the surrounding environment. The
local diffracting components have different properties from
the reflected components requiring different modeling and
measurement procedures. Furthermore, this approach allows
the reuse of existing propagation measurements near the body
for any indoor environment.

A convenient characterization of propagation channels
is the discrete-time impulse response model. Many multipath
channel parameters can be derived from the power delay
profile. Power delay profile is generally represented as plots
of relative received power as a function of excess delay with
respect to a fixed time delay reference. In this measurement
49 different local PDP are derived. It should be mentioned
that local PDP is denoted to PDP measured in one location
of 49 location. Average PDP is measured by integrating all
local PDP over 49 locations for each bin.

The power delay profile of both reflected and diffracted
components have a complicated shape consisting of several
random and deterministic overlapping clusters shown in Fig.
6. Random components are modeled by using a modified
SalehValenzuela (SV) [21] model to describe the cluster decay
rates (Section V-B-1) and arrival times (Section V-B-2). The
deterministic clusters were modeled on a different way,
(Section V-B-3).

a. Components diffracting around the body
It was stated before that by averaging energy in each bin over
all measurements, we obtain the average PDP. The APDP
decays approximately exponentially for the first diffracting
cluster with arrival time.

b. Group of MPC clusters
The second group of clusters decays more rapidly than the
first group and that there is a significant variance around the
average trend. Thus, the following dual slope model has more
fit:

̂GdB(τl) =
{

Γlτl + Gσn, Γlτbp + Γ2(τl − τbp) + Gσn, (7)

̂GdB(τl) represents the magnitude of the cluster arriving at
excess delay expressed in decibels.Γl andΓ2 are the cluster
decay rates of the first and second group whileGσ is the
standard deviation around the average trend.n is a unit
mean unit variance normally distributed random variable. The
cluster decay rates and variance of this model are shown in
Table I. Hence, the magnitude of clusters depends both on
their arrival time and their direction of arrival resultingin the
large variance around the mean decay rate.

c. Components reflected by the indoor environment

Fig. 5. Measurement grids in an exemplary room.
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Fig. 6. APDP for Receiver worn on the side of body.

These two clusters are dependent on the environment in
which we do our measurements. Rather than the exponential
decay defined for modeling Components diffracting around
the body, the gain is lognormal distributed with parameters
shown in Table I;

d. Arrival time statistics
The Weibull probability density function can be used to
characterize the clusters arrival times,τl. The inter arrival
time of MPCs within a cluster is chosen 0.5 ns.

e. Small Scale fading
Traditional mobile wireless propagation channels vary
considerably in different environments and frequencies.
Furthermore, the statistical properties of these channels
are non-stationary as mobile devices move behind walls,
buildings or other large geographical features. The most
widely accepted approach to deal with this complexity easily
is to describe the channel over a small area where the statistics
are approximately stationary (small-scale statistics). Small
scale fading refers variations due to a very small changes in
the user position, (here 49 position). The small-scale statistics
are extracted by fitting the received energies in each bin
at the 49 locations of the measurement grids to Rayleigh,
Lognormal, and Nakagami-m distributions. According to [14],
Nakagami-m distribution is the best model. The mean and
standard deviation for the Nakagami-m parameter is given in
Table II.
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m

Average Value 1.5 
Standard deviation 0.5 

TABLE II

EXTRACTED NAKAGAMI PARAMETERS FOR SMALL SCALE FADING

DISTRIBUTION

VI. M INIMUM MEAN SQUARE ERROR (MMSE) RECEIVER

EMPLOYING 4-OQPSKWITH NARROWBAND AWGN

Digital communication of ECG signals through channel will
be affected by both attenuation and corruption by the addition
of white Gaussian noise. Mathematically, the received signal
is represented as;

r(t) =
N∑

i=0

αi(t) ejθi(t) x(t) + n(t) (8)

wheren(t) denotes a sample function of the AWGN process
with the power spectral densityΦnm = 1

2N0W/Hz W/Hz.
We assume that we have some means of estimating fades of
the desired user accurately and these fades remain constant
during a symbol duration. An optimum receiver is designed
that minimizes the probability of making an error. The
receiver is devided into two parts; the signal demodulator,
and optimum detector.

The function of demodulator is to convert the
received waveform r(t) into an N-dimensional vector
r = [r1, r2, ..., rN ], where N is the dimension of the
transmitted signal waveforms. The function of the detector
is to decide which of the M possible signal waveforms was
transmitted based of the vector r. We implicity assume that
the channel characteristics, either the impulse response or
frequency response, are known at the receiver.

VII. S IMULATION

In this section, we have simulated a prototype system using
Narrowband IEEE 802.15.4 and its block diagram explained
before in Fig. 1. In this Prototype BAN system, the ECG
signals are transmitted digitally through fading narrowband
channel.The transceiver operates at a certain frequency of2.4
GHz with the data rates of 4 kbps. The OQPSK modulation
is adopted at the transmitter, the Minimum Mean Square
Error receiver knows the channel and it can estimate channel
parameters. The simulation which is implemented in this paper
can be classified in to following steps;
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Fig. 7. ECG data for 6 Heart beats.

1) ECG Data Acquisition
2) ECG Data Compression
3) Quantization of Compressed ECG Data
4) Encoding quantized ECG into Binary sequences
5) OQPSK Modulation
6) Transition through fading channel
7) MMSE Receiver Employing 4-OQPSK with Narrow-

band AWGN channel
8) Decoding and dequantization
9) Expanding and Reconstructing the Received ECG data

10) Evaluating system Performance by BER vs. SNR and
MSE vs. SNR

1. ECG Data Acquisition
The standard ECG has 12 leads. The 12 leads are limb leads
I,II, and III; augmented limb leads and six precordial leads.
In this experiment, ECG waveform were recorded from Lead
II. These data are obtained via a custom data acquisition
system with the technical name of MP30 Data Acquisition
Unit. The ECG was recorded from a normal subject in a lab
located in the third floor of Sensor Engineering Building,
University of Western Ontario. These ECG signals from lead
II were then digitized using a sampling rate of one third of
original sample rate, 128 Hz. As the amplitude of the original
ECG signal is about 1-4 mV, it should be amplified before
transmission through channel. Here, 50 dB gain has been
provided by the ECG amplifier. The sampled ECG data for 6
Heart beats, about 4.5 seconds, is shown in Fig. 7.

2. ECG Data Compression
The transformation presented in this simulation is Discrete
Cosine Transform. Data Compression is achieved in the
process as the input signal frame is represented by a smaller
set of parameters. The signal frame of length 800 samples,
was represented with M (M=6) successive blocks. Each block
contains 128 samples. These samples are chosen such that
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they can span the entire ECG waveform (T, QRS, and P)
of one heart beat; In the next step of compression, discrete
cosine transform (DCT) is applied to 128 samples of each
block (M=1,2,...,6). DCT applied to the first block has been
shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 8, computed variance of a suboptimal
transform component is indicated. From both Fig. 4 and Fig.
8, it is apparent that approximately 50 DCT components
have the largest variances (power). These 50 components are
selected to represent each successful block of ECG in the
transform domain as the vast majority of the power in the
transform is contained in these coefficients. In this step, these
50 components are stored and the rest 78 components are set
equal to zero. Thus, the storage components are transformed.
Consequently, the Compression Ratio becomes equal to 5:2;
The manner in which the Normalized Mean Square Error
varies for each of the transforms is demonstrated in Fig. 9.

3. Scalar Quantization of DCT coefficients and Encoding
into binary sequences
As it is shown in Fig. 4, the DCT coefficients have formed
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Fig. 10. Comparison between uniform quantization of DCT components and
original DCT components.

two horizontal bands with the width of 500 and -500. Due to
the width of each band, coefficients were approximated using
uniform quantization to 4 bits. Respectively, the Number of
quantization levels would beN = 24 = 16. The magnitude
of each level istk = 62.5k, k = −8,−7, ...,−1, 0, 1, ..., 7, 8
which is calculated by the Eq. 5. Fig. 10 compares uniform
quantization of DCT components to real ones.

These quantized levels should be encoded into binary
sequences before modulation and transmission through
channel.

4. OQPSK modulation
The modulator at the transmitter performs the function of
mapping digital sequence into signal waveforms. Offset
quadrature phase-shift keying (OQPSK) is a variant of
phase-shift keying modulation using 4 different values of the
phase to transmit. It is sometimes called Staggered quadrature
phase-shift keying (SQPSK). Taking four values of the phase
(two bits) at a time to construct a QPSK symbol can allow the
phase of the signal to jump by as much as 180 at a time. When
the signal is low-pass filtered (as is typical in a transmitter),
these phase-shifts result in large amplitude fluctuations,an
undesirable quality in communication systems. By offsetting
the timing of the odd and even bits by one bit-period, or half
a symbol-period, the in-phase and quadrature components
will never change at the same time. OQPSK uses four points
on the constellation diagram, equispaced around a circle and
with four phases, OQPSK can encode two bits per symbol.
As it is shown in detail in Table III, the four bits quantized
level are split into two sets of two bit streams. The two binary
streams are separately modulated by OQPSK modulation and
are mapped to points on constellation diagrams.

5. fading channel
The channel is assumed to both attenuate the signal because
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TABLE III

POINTS ON THE CONSTELLATION DIAGRAM FOR THEOQPSK

MODULATION OF THE 4 BITS STREAM OF THE16 LEVELS QUANTIZED

ECG

of fading and corrupt it by the addition of white Gaussian
Noise. In this section, we have developed a model of
small scale fading for an indoor narrowband body area
propagation environment. Narrowband simulations at 2.4
GHz ISM frequency for communication around the surface
of the exemplary body is presented in this section. The
statistical wideband Average PDP shown in Fig. 6 based
on a modified Saleh-Valenzuela model can be simplified
significantly for narrowband systems. In this channel model,
for generating narrowband body area propagation, only
components diffracted around the body are considered. These
scattering components have the maximum power and are
specular or LOS. In this case, the magnitude of the received
complex envelope has a Ricean distribution over time. As
a result, the narrowband multipath fading channel can be
represented by a Rician distribution with a k factor.

5-a. Ricean fading channel Generation
In this part of simulation, first, two Gaussian random
processesξI(t) and ξQ(t) with non-Zero meansmI(t) and
mQ(t) and variancesσI(t) and σQ(t) are generated. The
values ofσI(t) and σQ(t) are equal to the maximum power
of the components cluster diffracted around the human body.
Second,ξI(t) and ξQ(t) are passed through a linear time
invariant filter to produce two correlated random processes
according to Bessel autocorrelation function. Finally, the
complex Gaussian channel impulse will be generated as the
sum of these scattered componentsηI(t) andηQ(t), Fig. 11.
Autoregressive AR model and Yule-walker Equations is used
to implement linear time invariant filters to provide some
autocorrelation function at the output. The AR model defined
as:
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Fig. 11. Generating Rician fading channel.
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v(n) =
m∑

i=0

(a∗

i u(n − i)) (9)

whereai are the coefficients of the filter and m is the order
of the model.
The autocorrelation function of the AR model satisfies the
following equation:

r(l) = −a∗

1r(l − 1) − a∗

1r(l − 2) − ... − a∗

1r(l − m) (10)

In Fig. 12 the performance of the filter in comparison to the
theoretical Bessel curve is shown. Under these condition the
magnitude of the received complex envelope|η(t)| (channel
impulse response) has a Ricean distribution with k factor
equals tom2

2σ2 at any time Fig. 13.

5-b. Small Scale Statistics
The small scale statistics are characterized by fitting the
maximum received energy of the first diffracted cluster around
the body in the first bin at the 49 location measurements to
Nakagami-m distribution. In this simulation the Nakagami
distribution has two parameters,m and ω. The m parameter
is normally distributed with mean and variance value shown
in Table II. Respectively, theω is equal to the maximum
energy of the first cluster. NAKAGAMI Probability Density
function of the maximum received energy of the first reflected
cluster around body in the first bin at the 49 location is
depicted in Fig. 14. In this regard, Fig. 15 indicates the fading
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channel complex impulse response at 49 different location in
an exemplary indoor environment simulated in this section.
Furthermore, the Ricean K factors for 49 locations in the
room are computed and demonstrated in Fig. 16.

5-c. passing through fading channel
We have supposed that the channel is narrowband, indeed, the
bandwidth of the message does not significantly exceed the
channel’s coherence bandwidth. It is a common misconception
that narrowband refers to a channel which occupies only a
”small” amount of space on the radio spectrum. Here the
bandwidth W of message signal is much smaller than the
coherence bandwidth of the channel,W << Bcoh. Then, all
the frequency components in X(f) undergo the same attenua-
tion and phase shift in transmission through the channel [22].
Hence, in flat fading channel, for the received signal we have;

h(t) = α(t)ejθ(t) (11)

r(t) = α(t) ejθ(t) x(t) (12)
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Fig. 15. Complex impulse response of channel at 49 differentlocation in an
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6. MMSE Receiver Employing 4-OQPSK with
Narrowband AWGN channel
It was stated in previous section that the Digital
communication of ECG signals through multipath fading
channel attenuates the signal. Moreover, the channel is
assumed to corrupt the signal by the addition of white
Gaussian noise. Therefore, the received signal should be
Mathematically expressed as;

r(t) = s(t)h(t) + n(t) (13)

Fig. 17 illustrates received signal mapped to two dimension
vector on the constellation diagram for OQPSK modulation.
We implicity assume that the channel characteristics, either
the impulse response or frequency response, are known at the
receiver . Hence, Equation 11 should be reexpressed as;

h∗

|h|2 r(t) = ŝ(t) +
h∗

|h|2 n(t) (14)
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The function of our OQPSK demodulator is
to convert these two dimension vector̂rm =

[ ̂cos 2π
4 (m − 1) ̂sin 2π

4 (m − 1)], m = 0, 1, 2, 3, to 4 bit
streams of encoded quantized ECG.

7. Decoding and Dequantization
In this stage, first, binary sequences are decoded into 16
levels defined in quantization part. Second, these quantized
levels are dequantized into real values for DCT components
of ECG on the basis of equation 5.

8. Decompression and Reconstructing the Received
ECG data
Original ECG signals for 6 heart beats should be reconstructed
for monitoring purposes after the receiver. The inverse DCT
should be applied on both stored components and remained
components. In this manner, remaining 78 components are
set equal to zero and the inverse DCT is taken from all 128
components in one block. The algorithm implemented for
inverse DCT is shown in Fig. 18. Reconstructed ECG signal
with SNR equals to 10 dB and 30 dB in the first grid of 49
grids in the room are demonstrated respectively in Fig. 19
and Fig. 20.

9. Evaluating system Performance by BER vs. SNR and
MSE vs. SNR
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Original ECG

After transmission from the transmitter located in front ofthe
body and receiving via the antenna located on the side of
the body, the performance of the system should be evaluated.
Bit error ratio (BER) and mean square error (MSE) are two
reliable schemes which are used for evaluating of commu-
nication system in the presence of additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) and the effect of the multipath channel. Fig.
21 shows the plot of bit error ratio (BER) for the OQPSK
modulated signals vs. SNR in the presence of additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) and the effect of the small scale
fading in 49 location in the room. The averaged value of BER
over 49 location has been also measured and illustrated in
Fig. 22. It is clear from the Fig. 21 that in order to achieve
an acceptable BER of order10−3 for each location in the
fading channel the SNR should be more than 30 dB. On the
contrary, in the case that the effect of small scale fading is
removed, the minimum SNR for having an acceptable BER
of order10−3 for all location has been changed to 20 dB. In
order to complete the evaluation, mean square error vs. SNR
is also calculated. Fig. 23 and Fig. 24 depict computed MSE
vs. SNR respectively for 49 location and average value over
all locations. It should be mentioned here that the mean square
error is taken from the difference between constructed ECG
at the receiver and original ECG at the transmitter. Since it
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is not applied to binary OQPSK signals, it is an appropriate
scheme used by cardiologist to evaluate the performance of the
wireless ECG monitoring. Based on the plot diagrams shown
in Fig. 23 and Fig. 24, MSE is acceptable when the SNR
is more than 30 dB. In previous section, reconstructed ECG
signal for SNR equals to 10 dB and 30 dB were shown. It was
apparent that for SNR equal to 10 dB Fig. 19, received ECG
contains severe distortion. However, for SNR equal to 30 dB
Fig. 20, the reconstructed ECG have retained basic shape and
clinical features of the original ECG.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

A prototype narrowband BAN system using IEEE
802.15.4 was successfully implemented in this paper. In this
prototype system, the performance of digital transmission
of ECG signals around the human body was discussed. The
transceiver of the prototype system operated at a center
frequency of 2.4 GHz. Discrete cosine transformation was
used for data compression of ECG signals. At the transmitter
OQPSK modulation was adopted and MMSE Receiver was
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employed.

A statistical model for measuring and analyzing an indoor
narrowband body area propagation has been presented. This
model was also improved for small scale fading. The small
scale fading was represented by Nakagami distribution while
channel coefficients in one location had Ricean distribution
over time. Finally, the system was evaluated by the Bit Error
Rates and mean square Performance. Due to both Bit Error
Rate and mean square scheme, in the purpose of keeping
the real clinical features of ECG over digital transmissionof
signal through fading channel and additive noise, the signal
to noise ratio should be at least 30 dB. Consequently, this
high SNR will increase the emission and consumption power
which is not in accordance with low power requirement
for BAN. A possible solution to this problem is to design
a complicated demodulation and detector for the OQPSK
modulation in fading channel.

However, the real purpose of this study was to check
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the feasibility of WBAN using ZigBee technology. The
feasibility was checked successfully and based on the results,
the performance of the receiver for the OQPSK modulation
should be enhanced. Moreover, it seems that the values of
compression ratio and quantization levels should be modified.
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APPENDIX

MATLAB CODES

clear all
close all

%******************* Transmitter**********

%-----------------------------------------
% ECG simulaiton
% In this section, the ECG signal from biopac lab has been imported from
% lead II
% period = 0.8 second
% Frequency = 1.25 Hz
T = ECG(:,1);
ECGlead2 = ECG(:,4);
plot(T,ECGlead2);

% Amplifier
ecg = 1000*ECGlead2(1:2000);
ts = T(1:2000);
plot(ts,ecg);

%---------------------------------------
% ECG Data Source coding
ecg_sample_org = resample(ecg,2,5);
% Compression, DCT
ecg_dct_coef_tr = ecg_compress(ecg);
% Calculating the variance of DCT components
V_DCT = xcorr(ecg_dct_coef_tr(:,1),’coeff’);
s = ceil(size(V_DCT,1)/2);
plot(1:s,abs(V_DCT(s:size(V_DCT,1))))

ecg_dct_store_tr = ecg_dct_coef_tr(1:50,:);
ecg_dct_store_serial_tr = [ecg_dct_store_tr(:,1)’
,ecg_dct_store_tr(:,2)’,ecg_dct_store_tr(:,3)’
,ecg_dct_store_tr(:,4)’,ecg_dct_store_tr(:,5)’
,ecg_dct_store_tr(:,6)’]

% Quantization
[m M] = size (ecg_dct_store_tr);
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w1 = ceil(max(max(ecg_dct_store_tr)));
w2 = floor(min(min(ecg_dct_store_tr)));
w = max(abs(w1),abs(w2)) % width of band
N = 4; % No. of bits
k = 2^(N-1); % No. of levels for each band

for i = 1:k
t(i) = (i-1)*w/k;

end

ecg_dct_quantize_tr = Quantization(ecg_dct_store_tr,t,M,m,k)
ecg_dct_quantize_serial_tr = [ecg_dct_quantize_tr(:,1)’
,ecg_dct_quantize_tr(:,2)’,ecg_dct_quantize_tr(:,3)’
,ecg_dct_quantize_tr(:,4)’,ecg_dct_quantize_tr(:,5)’
,ecg_dct_quantize_tr(:,6)’]

% Mapping && coding
ecg_dct_code_tr = coding(ecg_dct_store_tr,t,M,m,k);
ecg_dct_code_serial_tr = [ecg_dct_code_tr(:,1)’,ecg_dct_code_tr(:,2)’
,ecg_dct_code_tr(:,3)’,ecg_dct_code_tr(:,4)’
,ecg_dct_code_tr(:,5)’,ecg_dct_code_tr(:,6)’
,ecg_dct_code_tr(:,7)’,ecg_dct_code_tr(:,8)’
,ecg_dct_code_tr(:,9)’,ecg_dct_code_tr(:,10)’
,ecg_dct_code_tr(:,11)’,ecg_dct_code_tr(:,12)’]

%----------------------------------------
% OQSK modulation for Zigbee
% In this part ECG compressed data are modulated
object_opqsk = modem.oqpskmod;
modulated_ECG = modulate(object_opqsk, ecg_dct_code_serial_tr);
ECG_trans_modulated = modulated_ECG(2,:);
% temp3 = modulated_ECG(2,:)
% ECG_trans_modulated = transpose(temp3);
No_samples = size(ECG_trans_modulated,2);

%************************** Channel**********************
%----------------------------------------
% modulated Signal transmission through the fading channel
% The channel is Nakagami fading
% Small Scale fading is considered
% Measurements are done in a room in 49 location
% For each location there is PDP and channel coefficients
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% The transmitter is on the front of Body
%The Receiver is on the side of Bodyon the side of the body

% Average Power Delay Profile
APDP = Average_PDP;
bin = size(APDP,2)
plot(0.5:0.5:bin/2,APDP);

% NarrowBand
power_h_dB = 0 %max(APDP(1:10));
% The Amplitude of the first path(diffracting around the body)
power_h = 10^(power_h_dB/10);
sigma_G = sqrt(power_h);
m_Gau = 0;
%sigma=2

% small scale
% Caculating small-scale fading for 49 locations
%H = h_normalized’;
Nloc = 49;

% Statistical parameter of nakagami_m
mu_m = 1.5;
sigma_m = 0.5;

% calculating Nakagami parameters
Omega = sigma_G; % Nakagami power E[x^2]
m = normrnd(mu_m,sigma_m); % Nakagami_m parameters

sigma_Gau(:,1) = Nakagami(m,Omega,Nloc);

for l = 1:Nloc
h(l,:) = Gaussian(m_Gau,sigma_Gau(l,1),No_samples);
m_R = mle(h(l,:));
k(l)= abs(m_R(1))/(sqrt(2)*m_R(2));

% Normalization
H(l,:) = h(l,:)./max(h(l,:));
abs_H(l,:) = abs(H(l,:));
real_H(l,:) = real(H(l,:));
imag_H(l,:) = imag(H(l,:));

end
T_S = 0:4.5/599:4.5
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mesh(T_S,1:49,abs(H));

H_small = resample(H’,1,60)
f_S = size(H,2);
T_S = 0:4/(f_S-1):4;
mesh(T_S,1:49,abs(H)’);

% Ultra Wide band

%******************** Reciever***********************************
%**************************************************************************
n = -0.5:0.1:4;
SNR = 10.^n;

%@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
% Caculating Probability of error versas SNR
for l = 1: Nloc
proberror(l,:) = PER(n,SNR,H(l,:),ECG_trans_modulated,No_samples);
end

SNR_dB = 10*log10(SNR);
plot(SNR_dB,mean(proberror));

mesh(SNR_dB,1:49,proberror)
%@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

%@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
% Mean SQuare EROOR
for l = 1: Nloc

mmse(l,:)= MMSE(No_samples,ecg_dct_store_tr,H(l,:)
,ecg_sample_org,ECG_trans_modulated);

end

SNR_dB = 10*log10(SNR);
plot(SNR_dB,mean(mmse));

mesh(SNR_dB,1:49,mmse)

%@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
%@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
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%@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
%@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

% for one location construction

%SNR =40
sigma_n = sqrt(power_H(1)./(2*1000));
%
AWGN = normrnd(0,sigma_n,1,No_samples)+j* normrnd(0,sigma_n,1,No_samples);

% channel fading for each location
ECG_rec_modulated(1,:) = ECG_trans_modulated.* H(1,:)+AWGN;

% Receiver knows the channel impulse response

%normH(l,:)= norm(abs( H(l,:)).^2,’fro’);
ECG_rec_modulated_hat(1,:) = conj(H(1,:)).*ECG_rec_modulated(1,:)./(abs(H(1,:)).^2);
ECG_rec_modulated_hat_map(1,:)= map2QPSK(ECG_rec_modulated_hat(1,:));

% OQPSK demodulation

for k = 1:No_samples
ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,k) = demodulation(ECG_rec_modulated_hat_map(1,k));

end

% reconstructing the matrix
ecg_dct_code_rc_S = [ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,1:50)’
,ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,51:100)’,ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,101:150)’
,ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,151:200)’ ,ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,201:250)’
,ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,251:300)’,ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,301:350)’
,ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,351:400)’,ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,401:450)’
,ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,451:500)’,ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,501:550)’
,ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,551:600)’]

% decoding and demapping
ecg_dct_quantize_rc_S = decoding(ecg_dct_code_rc_S,t,M,m,k);
ecg_dct_quantize_serial_rc_S = [ecg_dct_quantize_rc_S(:,1)’
,ecg_dct_quantize_rc_S(:,2)’,ecg_dct_quantize_rc_S(:,3)’
,ecg_dct_quantize_rc_S(:,4)’,ecg_dct_quantize_rc_S(:,5)’
,ecg_dct_quantize_rc_S(:,6)’]

% changing matrix dimension

% inverse DCT
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ecg_rc_S(l,:) = ecg_decompress(ecg_dct_quantize_rc_S);

%
plot(ecg_rc_S)

%@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

SOURCE CODING
function ecg_dct_coef = ecg_compress(ecg)

% In this section, the ECG signal from biopac lab has been imported from
% lead II
% period = 0.8 second
% Frequency = 1.25 Hz

% Sampling with at 0.33 times the original sampling rate
ecg_sample_org = resample(ecg,2,5)
figure, plot(ecg_sample_org);

n = size (ecg_sample_org,1);
M = 128; %No. of points transformed
N = round(n/M); % No. of blocks in digital ECG
m = 50; % No. of component retained

ecg_sample_block = zeros(M,N)
ecg_dct_block = zeros(M,N)
ecg_dct_coef = zeros(M,N)
ecg_sample_block2= zeros(M,N)
ecg_sample_recons = 0

%ecg_dct_com
for st = 3:6

m = 2^st
for i = 0:N-1

ecg_sample_block(:,i+1) = ecg_sample_org((i*M)+1:(i+1)*M);
ecg_dct_block(:,i+1) = dct(ecg_sample_block(:,i+1));
% Compression rate 128/50
ecg_dct_coef(1:8*st,i+1) = ecg_dct_block(1:8*st,i+1);

% inverse
ecg_sample_block2(:,i+1) = idct(ecg_dct_coef(:,i+1));
ecg_sample_recons((i*M)+1:(i+1)*M,1) = ecg_sample_block2(:,i+1);

end
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% Caculating Mean Square Error
new_sample = size(ecg_sample_recons,1);
error = ecg_sample_org(1:new_sample)-ecg_sample_recons;
MSE(st-2) = mean(error.^2);
end

MSE_normalized = MSE./max(MSE);
plot([2.^(3:6)],MSE_normalized)
plot(ecg_sample_recons)
hold on
plot(ecg_sample_org)
plot(error)

function ecg_dct_quantize = Quantization(ecg_dct_store,t,M,m,k)

for j = 1:M
for i = 1 : m

temp = ecg_dct_store(i,j);
[a s] = quantize(t,temp)
ecg_dct_quantize(i,j) = a;
ecg_dct_map(i,j) = s

end
end
error = ecg_dct_store - ecg_dct_quantize;

end
********************
function [a s] = quantize(t,temp)

if temp <= -t(7)-t(2)/2
temp = -t(8);
s=0;

elseif -t(7)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= -t(6)-t(2)/2
temp = -t(7);
s=1;

elseif -t(6)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= -t(5)-t(2)/2
temp = -t(6);
s=2;

elseif -t(5)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= -t(4)-t(2)/2
temp = -t(5);
s=3;

elseif -t(4)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= -t(3)-t(2)/2
temp = -t(4);
s=4;

elseif -t(3)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= -t(2)-t(2)/2
temp = -t(3);
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s=5;
elseif -t(2)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= t(1)-t(2)/2

temp = -t(2);
s=6;

elseif t(1)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= t(1)+t(2)/2
temp = t(1);
s=7;

elseif t(2)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= t(3)-t(2)/2
temp = t(2);
s=8;

elseif t(3)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= t(4)-t(2)/2
temp = t(3);
s=9;

elseif t(4)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= t(5)-t(2)/2
temp = t(4);
s=10;

elseif t(5)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= t(6)-t(2)/2
temp = t(5);
s=11;

elseif t(6)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp<= t(7)-t(2)/2
temp = t(6);
s=12;

elseif t(7)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= t(8)-t(2)/2
temp = t(7);
s=13;

elseif temp > t(8)-t(2)/2
temp = t(8);
s=14;

end
a = temp
end

*******************

function temp = dequantize(t,ecg_dct_demap)
s = ecg_dct_demap

if s==0;
%temp <= -t(7)-t(2)/2
temp = -t(8);

elseif s==1;
%-t(7)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= -t(6)-t(2)/2
temp = -t(7);

elseif s==2
%-t(6)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= -t(5)-t(2)/2
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temp = -t(6);

elseif s==3
%-t(5)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= -t(4)-t(2)/2

temp = -t(5);

elseif s==4%-t(4)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= -t(3)-t(2)/2
temp = -t(4);

elseif s==5%-t(3)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= -t(2)-t(2)/2
temp = -t(3);

elseif s==6%%-t(2)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= t(1)-t(2)/2
temp = -t(2);

elseif s==7%t(1)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= t(1)+t(2)/2
temp = t(1);

elseif s==8%t(2)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= t(3)-t(2)/2
temp = t(2);

elseif s==9%t(3)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= t(4)-t(2)/2
temp = t(3);

elseif s==10%t(4)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= t(5)-t(2)/2
temp = t(4);

elseif s==11%t(5)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= t(6)-t(2)/2
temp = t(5);

elseif s==12%t(6)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp<= t(7)-t(2)/2
temp = t(6);

elseif s==13%t(7)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= t(8)-t(2)/2
temp = t(7);

elseif s==14 %temp > t(8)-t(2)/2
temp = t(8);

end

end
******************************
function ecg_dct_code = coding(ecg_dct_store,t,M,m,k)

% Mapping
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for j = 1:M
for i = 1 : m

temp = ecg_dct_store(i,j);
[a s] = quantize(t,temp)
ecg_dct_quantize(i,j) = a;
ecg_dct_map_tr(i,j) = s

end
end

ecg_dct_map_serial_tr = [ecg_dct_map_tr(:,1)’,ecg_dct_map_tr(:,2)’
,ecg_dct_map_tr(:,3)’,ecg_dct_map_tr(:,4)’
,ecg_dct_map_tr(:,5)’,ecg_dct_map_tr(:,6)’]

% codding
ecg_dct_map1 = ecg_dct_map_tr(:,1);
map1 = ecg_dct_map1
ecg_dct_code1 = [floor(map1./4) map1-4.*floor(map1./4)]

ecg_dct_map2 = ecg_dct_map_tr(:,2);
map2 = ecg_dct_map2
ecg_dct_code2 = [floor(map2./4) map2-4.*floor(map2./4)]

ecg_dct_map3 = ecg_dct_map_tr(:,3);
map3 = ecg_dct_map3
ecg_dct_code3 = [floor(map3./4) map3-4.*floor(map3./4)]

ecg_dct_map4 = ecg_dct_map_tr(:,4);
map4 = ecg_dct_map4
ecg_dct_code4 = [floor(map4./4) map4-4.*floor(map4./4)]

ecg_dct_map5 = ecg_dct_map_tr(:,5);
map5 = ecg_dct_map5
ecg_dct_code5 = [floor(map5./4) map5-4.*floor(map5./4)]

ecg_dct_map6 = ecg_dct_map_tr(:,6);
map6 = ecg_dct_map6
ecg_dct_code6 = [floor(map6./4) map6-4.*floor(map6./4)]

ecg_dct_code = [ecg_dct_code1 ecg_dct_code2 ecg_dct_code3
ecg_dct_code4 ecg_dct_code5 ecg_dct_code6]

***********************************
function temp2 = demapping(temp2,t)
s = temp2
if s==0;

%temp <= -t(7)-t(2)/2
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temp2 = -t(8);

elseif s==1;
%-t(7)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= -t(6)-t(2)/2
temp2 = -t(7);

elseif s==2
%-t(6)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= -t(5)-t(2)/2
temp2 = -t(6);

elseif s==3
%-t(5)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= -t(4)-t(2)/2
temp2 = -t(5);

elseif s==4
%-t(4)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= -t(3)-t(2)/2
temp2 = -t(4);

elseif s==5
%-t(3)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= -t(2)-t(2)/2
temp2 = -t(3);

elseif s==6
%-t(2)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= t(1)-t(2)/2
temp2 = -t(2);

elseif s==7
%t(1)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= t(1)+t(2)/2
temp2 = t(1);

elseif s==8
%t(2)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= t(3)-t(2)/2
temp2 = t(2);

elseif s==9
%t(3)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= t(4)-t(2)/2
temp2 = t(3);

elseif s==10
%t(4)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= t(5)-t(2)/2
temp2 = t(4);

elseif s==11
%t(5)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= t(6)-t(2)/2
temp2 = t(5);
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elseif s==12
%t(6)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp<= t(7)-t(2)/2
temp2 = t(6);

elseif s==13
%t(7)-t(2)/2 < temp && temp <= t(8)-t(2)/2
temp2 = t(7);

elseif s>=14
%temp > t(8)-t(2)/2
temp2 = t(8);

end

end
**********************************
function ecg_dct_quantize_rc = decoding(ecg_dct_code_rc,t,M,m,k)
co = ecg_dct_code_rc
% decoding
for i = 1:2:11

ecg_dct_map_rc(:,i-floor(i/2)) = 4*co(:,i)+co(:,i+1)
end
ecg_dct_map_serial_rc = [ecg_dct_map_rc(:,1)’,ecg_dct_map_rc(:,2)’
,ecg_dct_map_rc(:,3)’,ecg_dct_map_rc(:,4)’,ecg_dct_map_rc(:,5)’
,ecg_dct_map_rc(:,6)’]

% demapping
for j = 1:M

for i = 1 : m
temp2 = ecg_dct_map_rc(i,j);
ecg_dct_quantize_rc(i,j) = demapping(temp2,t);

end
end
end
*******************************
function APDP = Average_PDP

deltatau=0.5;
Nbins1=10;
Nbins2=80;
Nbins3=10;
Nbins4=80;
Nbins5=10;

t1 = Nbins1;
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t2 = Nbins1+Nbins2;
t3 = Nbins1+ Nbins2 + Nbins3;
t4 = Nbins1+Nbins2+Nbins3+Nbins4;
t5 = Nbins1+Nbins2+Nbins3+Nbins4+Nbins5;

% First cluster
APDP (1,1:t1)= diffractcluster(t1,deltatau);

% second group of clusters
APDP (1,t1+1:t2)= FirstMPCcluster(t1,t2,deltatau);

% Third cluster
APDP (1,t2+1:t3)= FirstReflectioncluster(t2,t3,deltatau);

% Fourth cluster
APDP (1,t3+1:t4)= secondMPCcluster(t3,t4,deltatau);

% Fifth cluster
APDP (1,t4+1:t5)= SecondReflectioncluster(t4,t5,deltatau);
plot((1:t5)*0.5,APDP)

end
***********************************
function APDP = diffractcluster(t1,deltatau)
peak = -100;

mu_omegadB = 0;
sigma_omegadB = 6;

m = zeros(1,t1);
tau = zeros(1,t1);
G = zeros(1,t1);
GdB = zeros(1,t1);

for k = 1:t1

% Converting lognormal parameters from dB to linear
mu_omega= 10^(mu_omegadB/10);
sigma_omega = 10^(sigma_omegadB/10);;
% Calculating lognormal gain
G(k) = lognrnd(mu_omega,sigma_omega);

% Converting to dB
GdB(k) = 10*log10(G(k));
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% % calculating Nakagami parameters
% Omega(k) = G(k) % Nakagami power E[x^2]
% m(k) = normrnd(mu_m,sigma_m); % Nakagami_m parameters
%
% % PDP for 49 locations corresponding to first MPC cluster
% h(:,k) = Nakagami(m(k),Omega(k),Nloc);
% % converting to dB
% hdB(:,k)=10*log10(h(:,k));
%
% hdB(:,k)= hdB(:,k)+peak;
%
% if hdB(:,k)== NaN
% hdB(:,k)= hdB(:,k-1)
% end
%
end
APDP(1,:) = GdB(1:t1)+peak;
***********************************
function APDP = FirstMPCcluster(t1,t2,deltatau)

% First group of MPC clusters
peak = -100;
Gamma1 = -0.15; % cluster decay rate
G_delta = 3.3; % standard deviation around the average trend for each Ray

G = zeros(1,t2);
GdB = zeros(1,t2);
m = zeros(1,t2);
tau = zeros(1,t2);

for k = t1+1:t2

% Excess delay
tau(k)=(k-1)*deltatau;

% Calculating Clusters and Ray decay model
n = normrnd(1,1);
% magnitude of the cluster arriving at excess delay tau(k)
GdB(k) = Gamma1*tau(k)+ 3.3*n;
%converting GdB to linear
G(k)= 10^(GdB(k)/10);

% % calculating Nakagami parameters
% Omega(k)=G(k); % Nakagami power E[x^2]
% m(k) = normrnd(mu_m,sigma_m); % Nakagami_m parameters
%
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% % PDP for 49 locations corresponding to first MPC cluster
% h(:,k) = Nakagami(m(k),Omega(k),Nloc);
% % converting to dB
% hdB(:,k)=10*log10(h(:,k)); % impulse response in dB
%
% hdB(:,k)= hdB(:,k)+peak;

% if hdB(:,k) == NaN
% hdB(:,k)= hdB(:,k-1)
% end

end

APDP(1,:) = GdB(t1+1:t2)+peak;
*************************
function APDP = FirstReflectioncluster(t2,t3,deltatau)
peak = -100;

mu_omegadB = -3.7;
sigma_omegadB = 4.4;

m = zeros(1,t3);
tau = zeros(1,t3);
G = zeros(1,t3);
GdB = zeros(1,t3);

for k = t2+1:t3

% Converting lognormal parameters from dB to linear
mu_omega= 10^(mu_omegadB/10);
sigma_omega = 10^(sigma_omegadB/10);;
% Calculating lognormal gain
G(k) = lognrnd(mu_omega,sigma_omega);

% Converting to dB
GdB(k) = 10*log10(G(k));

% % calculating Nakagami parameters
% Omega(k) = G(k) % Nakagami power E[x^2]
% m(k) = normrnd(mu_m,sigma_m); % Nakagami_m parameters
%
% % PDP for 49 locations corresponding to first MPC cluster
% h(:,k) = Nakagami(m(k),Omega(k),Nloc);
% % converting to dB
% hdB(:,k)=10*log10(h(:,k));
%
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% hdB(:,k)= hdB(:,k)+peak;
%
% if hdB(:,k)== NaN
% hdB(:,k)= hdB(:,k-1)
% end
%
end
APDP(1,:) = GdB(t2+1:t3)+peak;
*****************************
function APDP= secondMPCcluster(t3,t4,deltatau)

% second group of MPC clusters
peak = -100;
Gamma1 = -0.15; % cluster decay rate
Gamma2 = -0.52; % cluster decay rate
G_delta = 3.3; % standard deviation around the average trend for each Ray

m = zeros(1,t4+1);
tau = zeros(1,t4+1);
t_bp = (t3)*deltatau;
G = zeros(1,t4);
GdB = zeros(1,t4);

for k = t3+1:t4

% Excess delay
tau(k)=(k-1)*deltatau;

% Calculating Clusters and Ray decay model
n = normrnd(1,1);
% magnitude of the cluster arriving at excess delay tau(k)
GdB(k) = Gamma1*tau(k)+ Gamma2*(tau(k)-t_bp)+ G_delta*n;
%converting GdB to linear
G(k)= 10^(GdB(k)/10);

% %calculating Nakagami parameters
% Omega(k)=G(k); % Nakagami power E[x^2]
% m(k) = normrnd(mu_m,sigma_m);% Nakagami_m parameters
%
% % impulse response corresponding to first MPC cluster
% h(:,k) = Nakagami(m(k),Omega(k),Nloc);
% % converting to dB
% hdB(:,k)=10*log10(h(:,k)); % impulse response in dB
%
% hdB(:,k)= hdB(:,k)+peak;
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end

APDP(1,:) = GdB(t3+1:t4)+peak;

***********************************
function APDP = SecondReflectioncluster(t4,t5,deltatau)
peak = -100;

mu_omegadB = -15;
sigma_omegadB = 4;

m = zeros(1,t5);
tau = zeros(1,t5);
G = zeros(1,t4);
GdB = zeros(1,t4);

for k = t4+1:t5

% Converting lognormal parameters from dB to linear
mu_omega= 10^(mu_omegadB/10);
sigma_omega = 10^(sigma_omegadB/10);
% Calculating lognormal gain
G(k) = lognrnd(mu_omega,sigma_omega);
% Converting to dB

GdB(k) = 10*log10(G(k));

% % calculating Nakagami parameters
% Omega(k) = G(k) % Nakagami power E[x^2]
% m(k) = normrnd(mu_m,sigma_m); % Nakagami_m parameters
%
% % PDP for 49 locations corresponding to first MPC cluster
% h(:,k) = Nakagami(m(k),Omega(k),Nloc);
% % converting to dB
% hdB(:,k)=10*log10(h(:,k));
%
% hdB(:,k)= hdB(:,k)+peak;
end
APDP(1,:) = GdB(t4+1:t5)+peak;
***************************************
function Res = Nakagami(m,Omega,Tam)
em = m;
omeg = Omega;
%omeg=1; %parametro de la dist. Nakagami
%em=10; %parametro de la dist. Nakagami

n=ceil(2*em); % Aplicac. de Form. (5) del artic de Maur. y Val.
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% para seleccionar el numero ’n’ de v.a.’s

%Empieza el if_else2

if em<=0.5 % Si em=0.5 la ec. 7 se indetermina y hacemos que vzai=omeg
vzai=omeg;
u=randn(Tam,1);
Nor_rand=u.*sqrt(vzai);
Nak_var=sqrt((Nor_rand).^2);

else
bet=( (n-1)-sqrt(2*em*(n-1)*(n-2*em)) )/((2*em)-1);
vzai=omeg/(n-1+bet);

for i=1:n-1

u=randn(Tam,1);
Nor_rand(:,i)=(u.*sqrt(vzai)).^2;

end
u=randn(Tam,1);
vzai=bet*vzai;
Nor_rand(:,n)=(u.*sqrt(vzai)).^2;
Nor_rand=rot90(Nor_rand); % Esta intsrucc. rota una matriz 90 grados
Nak_var=sum(Nor_rand);
Nak_var=sqrt(sum(Nor_rand));

end % Fin del if_else2
Res = Nak_var;
if m == 0.5

Res = Res’;
end

****************************8
function y = myfilter(xi)

fd=10; %Doppler shift
Fs = 2*fd;
Ts = 1/Fs; % Sample interval

t=0:Ts:1; %time interval
R2 = besselj(0,2*pi*fd*t);
% figure,stem(-4:4,R2)
% figure,plot(t,R2);

n = length(R2); %number of samples
% bw = -fd:2*fd/(n-1):fd;
% psd = abs(fftshift(fft(R2)));
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% figure,plot(bw,psd)

% The coefficients of filters
R=diag(ones(n-1,1),0);

for i = 2:n-1
R = R + diag(R2(i)*ones(n-i,1),1-i)+diag(conj(R2(i))*ones(n-i,1),i-1);

end
R3=transpose(R2(2:n));
alpha= inv(R)*R3

b = zeros(n,1);
b(1) = R2(1)-(R3’*inv(R)*R3);
a=[1;-alpha]
%y = filtfilt(b,a,xi)
y=filter(b,a,xi)

end

**********************
function h = Gaussian(m,sigma,No_samples);

% input,before filter
xi = normrnd(m,sigma/2,No_samples,1);
yi = normrnd(m,sigma/2,No_samples,1);

%Correlation function of the input
% Ri = xcorr(xi,20,’coeff’);
% stem(Ri);
% l=length(Ri);
% l=floor(l/2);
% figure,plot(-l:1:l,Ri)

%power spectrum density
% psi = abs(fft(Ri));
%stem(psi)

% passing through filter
% Real
I = myfilter(xi);
% Ro = xcorr(I,40,’coeff’);
% figure,stem(-40:40,Ro)
%
% psd = abs(fftshift(fft(Ro)));
% L=length(psd)
% W = -20:40/(L-1):20;
% figure,p(W,psd)
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% Imagine
Q = myfilter(yi);
% Ro = xcorr(Q,20,’coeff’);
% stem(Ro);
% pso = abs(fft(Ro));
% stem(pso)

% upsampling
% Real
% Is = resample(I,55,1,a);
% Ro = xcorr(Is,’coeff’);
% figure,stem(Ro);
% % pso = abs(fft(Ro));
% % stem(pso)
%
% % Imagine
% Qs = resample(Q,10,1);
% Ro = xcorr(Qs,20,’coeff’);
% stem(Ro);
% pso = abs(fft(Ro));
% stem(pso)

% modelling the channel
h = I + j*Q;
end
********************************
function r= demodulate(a)
if sign(real(a))==1 && sign(imag(a))==1;

r=0;
else if sign(real(a))==-1 && sign(imag(a))==1;

r=1;
else if sign(real(a))==-1 && sign(imag(a))==-1;
r=2;

else if sign(real(a))==1 && sign(imag(a))==-1;
r=3;

end
end

end
end
end
****************************8
function r= demodulation(a)
if sign(real(a))==1

if sign(imag(a))==1;
r=0;
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elseif sign(imag(a))==-1
r=3;

end
elseif sign(real(a))==-1

if sign(imag(a))==1;
r=1;
elseif sign(imag(a))==-1;
r=2;
end

end
end
*************************
function ecg_rc = ecg_decompress(ecg_dct_quantize_rc)

[m N] = size (ecg_dct_quantize_rc);
M = 128; %No. of points transformed
% N, No. of blocks in digital ECG
% m , No. of component retained

ecg_dct_quantize_rc(51:128,:)= zeros(78,N)

for i = 0:N-1

% inverse
ecg_sample_block2(:,i+1) = idct(ecg_dct_quantize_rc(:,i+1));
ecg_rc(1,(i*M)+1:(i+1)*M) = ecg_sample_block2(:,i+1);

end
******************************
function x=map2QPSK(r)
Shat(:,:)=1/sqrt(2)*(sign(real(r))+i*sign(imag(r)));
x=Shat(:,:)
end
*****************************
function proberror = PER(n,SNR,H,ECG_trans_modulated,No_samples)

realization = size (n,2);

% AWGN + fading

power_H = var(H);

for i=1:realization
% 10 dB < SNR < 20 dB
% x=1:0.1:2, 10^x
sigma_n(i) = sqrt(power_H./(2*SNR(i)));
% channel fading +noise
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AWGN = normrnd(0,sigma_n(i),1,No_samples)
+j* normrnd(0,sigma_n(i),1,No_samples);

for m = 0:5
ECG_rec_modulated((m*No_samples)+1:(m+1)*No_samples) =
ECG_trans_modulated.* H+AWGN;

normH= norm(abs( H).^2,’fro’);
Shat((m*No_samples)+1:(m+1)*No_samples) =
conj(H).*ECG_rec_modulated((m*No_samples)+1:(m+1)*No_samples)./normH;

end

tr = [ECG_trans_modulated,ECG_trans_modulated,
ECG_trans_modulated,ECG_trans_modulated,
ECG_trans_modulated,ECG_trans_modulated];
L = size(tr,2)

% At the receiver
Smap=map2QPSK(Shat);

% Finding the error
[noerr yerr]= biterror(Smap,tr,L);
proberror(i) = yerr/L;
end

%##########################################################################
%#######
% No fading

for i=1:realization
% 10 dB < SNR < 20 dB
% x=1:0.1:2, 10^x
sigma_n(i) = 1./(2*SNR(i));
% channel fading +noise

AWGN = normrnd(0,sigma_n(i),1,No_samples)
+j* normrnd(0,sigma_n(i),1,No_samples);

for m = 0:5
S(1,(m*No_samples)+1:(m+1)*No_samples) = ECG_trans_modulated + AWGN;

end

tr = [ECG_trans_modulated,ECG_trans_modulated,
ECG_trans_modulated,ECG_trans_modulated,ECG_trans_modulated,ECG_trans_modulated];
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L = size(tr,2)

% At the receiver
Shat(1,:)=map2QPSK(S(1,:));

% Finding the error
[noerr yerr]= biterror(Shat(1,:),tr,L);
proberror(1,i) = yerr/L;
end

***************
function mean_error2= MMSE(No_samples,ecg_dct_store_tr,H
,ecg_sample_org,ECG_trans_modulated)
[m M] = size (ecg_dct_store_tr);

w1 = ceil(max(max(ecg_dct_store_tr)));
w2 = floor(min(min(ecg_dct_store_tr)));
w = max(abs(w1),abs(w2)) % width of band
N = 4; % No. of bits
k = 2^(N-1); % No. of levels for each band

for i = 1:k
t(i) = (i-1)*w/k;

end

n = -0.5:0.1:4;
SNR = 10.^n;
realization = size (n,2)

power_H = var(H);

for i=1:realization
% 10 dB < SNR < 20 dB
% x=1:0.1:2, 10^x
sigma_n(i) = sqrt(power_H./(2*SNR(i)));
% channel fading +noise

AWGN = normrnd(0,sigma_n(i),1,No_samples)+j* normrnd(0,sigma_n(i),1,No_samples);

ECG_rec_modulated = ECG_trans_modulated.* H + AWGN;
normH= norm(abs( H).^2,’fro’);
Shat = conj(H).*ECG_rec_modulated./normH;
Smap=map2QPSK(Shat);

[noerr yerr]= biterror(Smap,ECG_trans_modulated,No_samples);
proberror(i) = yerr/No_samples;
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for k = 1:No_samples
ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(k) = demodulation(Smap(k));

end
% reconstructing the matrix

ecg_dct_code_rc_S = [ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,1:50)’
,ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,51:100)’,ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,101:150)’
,ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,151:200)’,ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,201:250)’
,ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,251:300)’,ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,301:350)’
,ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,351:400)’,ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,401:450)’
,ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,451:500)’,ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,501:550)’
,ecg_dct_code_serial_rc_S(1,551:600)’]

% decoding and demapping
ecg_dct_quantize_rc_S = decoding(ecg_dct_code_rc_S,t,M,m,k);
ecg_dct_quantize_serial_rc_S = [ecg_dct_quantize_rc_S(:,1)’
,ecg_dct_quantize_rc_S(:,2)’,ecg_dct_quantize_rc_S(:,3)’
,ecg_dct_quantize_rc_S(:,4)’,ecg_dct_quantize_rc_S(:,5)’
,ecg_dct_quantize_rc_S(:,6)’]

% changing matrix dimension

% inverse DCT
ecg_rc_S = ecg_decompress(ecg_dct_quantize_rc_S);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%MMSE
mn = size(ecg_rc_S,2);
error = ecg_sample_org(1:mn)-transpose(ecg_rc_S);
mean_error2(i) = mean(error.^2);

end

end

%------------------------
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